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Expedition dates: 29 June, 2009 to 14 July 2009.   

Location:  Iraklion Province, Crete, Greece. 

The Team:  (from left to right)  Katharina Streit (Archaeologist); Helen Sims-Williams (Mycenologist and 
Web  Design); Nicholas Howarth (Team Leader, Geographer); Karen Jakobsen (Medical Officer); Eliza 
Chatzicharalampous (Speleologist and Geologist); Vid Simoniti (Video and Philosopher); Asya Passinski 
(Photographer and Philosopher); Deanna Walkom (Archaeologist and Geologist); Nikos Leloudas (Expert 
speleologist); Brigadier Dimitri Hadjiliades (Speleologist and Ammunitions Expert); and  Thomas M. 
Waldmann (expert on the Labyrinth near Gortyn).  

 

Picture: the Expedition Team outside the entrance to the main Labyrinth entrance near Gortyn. 
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The debate: During the Byzantine and Venetian Periods, the Labyrinthos Cave near Gortyn was the main 
site associated with the Labyrinth myth; while it was known of beforehand, it was not until the 1900s 
onwards that the Palace at Knossos became the dominant site associated with the myth.  In the second 
half of the 20th century the archaeologist Paul Faure suggested that the Skotino Cave could be the 
Labyrinth’s true site.  However, all three of these claims were made long after the mythical Age of Heroes and the 
time of Minoans.  To evaluate these claims, we must go back to the earliest sources.  

Herodotus (484-425BC) was the first Greek author to use the word Labyrinth to refer to a ‘structure with 
intricate passageways where it is easy to lose one’s orientation’. 

Pliny the Elder (AD23  79) refers to four ancient labyrinths in his Natural History (36.19) . One on the 
Greek Island of Lemnos, the second the complicated tomb of Lars Porsena of Clusium in Italy, the third 
the huge temple at Hawara near Fayûm, which he assumes was used as the model for the fourth the 
Labyrinth of Crete which with its stories captured the imagination of the ancient world.   

The Fayûm Labyrinth, now completely destroyed, was often referred to as a wonder of the ancient world, 
said to be greater than the pyramids at Gaza. By Herodotus’s time (484-425BC) it was already in ruins and 
was subsequently mined for its fine stone by the Romans, with the coup de grâce of its destruction finally 
coming from the use of its remnant stone flakes for the base of a modern road.   

Plutarch (46-120AD) also referred to the word as being derived from the word Labyrs, which was used in 
Asia Minor to describe the double axe.  However despite references by these later authors, there is no 
evidence to confirm the word the Minoans used for the Labyrinth.  

In the 1950s Michael Ventris and John Chadwick, deciphered the script known as Linear B. This yielded  
one of the earliest references to the Labyrinth  at Knossos on a tablet which mentions, among other 
deities a potinija dapuritjo – a “goddess of the Labyrinth”. Some have speculated that this term was 
associated with the underworld divinities who were worshiped in caves, sites that were not dissimilar to 
the dark labyrinth where the Minotaur consumed its sacrificial victims (Rossi, 2007). However, we can 
only speculate as to the nature of this goddess and the Labyrinth. Was it a religious building such as a 
temple? or a natural sanctuary such as a cave? or a palace? such as at Knossos?  (Borgeaud, 1974) 

What is in a word?  From this debate we must accept that there is little guidance from Minoan and 
Mycenaean contexts as to what the Labyrinth was, let alone where it located.   

It is only later, with Herodotus around 1000 years after the fall of the Minoan civilisation that clearer 
accounts of a Labyrinth as a type of maze start to occur in literature.  In classical Greece, the Labyrinth 
seems to have had a status more mythical and metaphorical: that of a place of the imagination rather 
than a physical manifestation (Borgeaud, 1974).  

Just how we balance this absence of empirical, factual evidence, with the stories of the Labyrinth as 
described in the collective memory of the Greeks and those that came after them, is a matter for 
normative judgement.  This is at the root of what we have called the mystery of the Labyrinth.  

The Labyrinth debate provides a complex case study of where myth and history collide across time and 
space, physically and in our imagination. King Minos, Ariadne, Theseus and the Minotaur are mythological 
characters and there is no solid evidence of their existence in the archaeological or historical record.  
However, we can infer certain political, religious and social institutions existed from the stories which are 
handed down to us about them.  So while we cannot afford to take mythology at face value, to ignore it in 
our search for scientific fact would impoverish our analysis.  What we can be sure of objectively, is that - 
just like the ancients, the Labyrinth of Crete continues to occupy a powerful place in the geography of our 
imagination.    



The myth: Greek mythology preserves many stories about Crete.  Most famous is the legend of the 
Minotaur.   Zeus, the king of gods, was so fascinated by the beauty of the Phoenician princess Europa, he 
transformed himself into a beautiful white bull and lured the princess onto his back, at which point he 
leapt into the sea to take her to consummate their union in Crete.  Some say this union took place under a 
plane tree that never lost its leaves near Gortyn others say it occurred in the Dikteon Antron cave.  During 
their long relationship, Europa gave Zeus three sons (and also her name to the entire continent).    

 

 

The oldest son, Minos wed Persiphae, daughter of the sun god Helios and sister of the sorceress Circe.  To 
prove his right to kingship Minos prayed to Poseidon to send a bull from the sea for him to sacrifice.  
Poseidon did so, but the white bull was so handsome Minos refused to sacrifice him.  In revenge, the 
angered god Poseidon aroused a powerful desire for the bull in Persiphae, who begged the master 
craftsman Daedelous for his help to fulfil her longing.  Daedelous constructed an imitation cow of wood 
and hide so skilfully that the sexually aroused queen could conceal herself within it and be mounted by 
the bull.  This strange union created a monstrous offspring named Asterion, who was human but had the 
head of a bull. Out of the shame of this King Minos had Daedelous construct for him a maze – the 
Labyrinth, to conceal Asterion.   

 

Perciphae bore numerous children to Minos including Androgeus, Ariadne, Glaucus and Phaedra all of 
whom had a tragic destiny.  Androgeus after defeating his competitors in the athletic games on the Greek 
mainland, aroused the anger of the King Aegeus of Athens who had him killed on the road to Thebes.  In 

Francesco Albani, The Rape of 
Europa, 1630-40, Uffizi Gallery, 
Florance 

Guilio Romano, Daedalus and 
Pasiphae, Palazzo Te, Mantua.  



retribution, Minos declared war on Athens and forced the city to send seven boys and seven girls to Crete 
to take part in the acrobatic dance with a bull before being sacrificed to the Minotaur.   

 

 

Theseus, the son of King Aegeus of Athens vows to go to Crete and slay the Minotaur in order to set his 
people free.  On his arrival in Crete, Minos’s daughter, Ariadne falls in love with the Athenian hero’s 
bravery.  After receiving the promise of marriage she provides him with a sword and a clue of thread so 
that he may slay the Minotaur and find his way out of the Labyrinth to escape with her to Athens.  Having 
killed the Minotaur and fled Crete with Ariadne, Theseus weds her on Naxos.   

 

However, after the wedding he abandons her the next day.  However, she is rescued from her 
lamentation by the god of wine, Dionysus who takes her away in a chariot pulled by panthers.   

Fresco depicting bull leaping, 
from the east wing of the 
palace of Knossos, 16th to 15th 
centuries BC.  Archaeological 
Museum, Iraklion.  The 
ceremony may have taken 
place in the central court of 
the palace.  

Theseus killing the Minotaur, detail 
of a vase painting by the 
Kleophrades Painter, 6th century BC; 
in the British Museum. 



 

 

Theseus’s homecoming is not a happy one however, as his father King Aegeus on seeing Theseus’s ship’s 
black sails takes this as a sign of Theseus’s death and throws himself into the sea, which still bears his 
name – the Aegean Sea adjacent to Athens.  

 

 

 

 

  

Titian, 1520-1523, Bacchus and 
Ariadne, National Gallery, London.  



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Chronological table 

Period (circa) History 
6500 – 3500 BC 
 
3500   1100 

Neolithic. Earliest known settlements. Domestication settlement in caves and villages 
                                            Bronze Age Crete 

3200 – 2650  EM I  (Early Minoan) 
2650 – 2300  EM II 
2300 – 2200  EM III 
  
2200 – 2000 MM IA (Middle Minoan)   
2000 - 1900 MM IB First palaces built 
1900 – 1800 MM IIA Labyrinth built in Egypt (Amenemhat III) 

Pictographic script; Kamares pottery  
1800 - 1750 MM IIB Destruction of first palaces 
1750  - 1650  MM IIA & MM IIIB Second palaces built 
1650 - 1500 LM IA & IB (Late Minoan) Thera (Santorini) eruption (c. 1530) weakens Minoan 

civilasation 
1500 - 1450 LM II Upheavals (c. 1490) 
1450 - 1200 LM IIIA & B  Second palaces destroyed; Linear B archives; tables made 

which list potinija dapuritjo “goddess of the labyrinth” 
however meaning is unclear 

  
1100 - 650 Early Iron Age: Dorian (from the Peloponnese). Small towns 
650 – 480  Archaic: Rise of the polis, orientalising influence 
480 - 330 Classical. Detachment from mainstream of Greek history, especially the Persian Wars and 

the achievements of C5 Athens; Herodotus describes a Labyrinth as a ‘structure of 
intricate passageways’. 

330 - 69 Hellenistic. Alexander the Great and new prosperity 
BC 69 – 330 AD Roman: province en route to Roman eastern empires; peace, prosperity, and lowland 

settlement; public works; Plutarch writes about the Labyrinth 
330 - 824 Late Roman / Early Byzantine Christianity: the Eastern Empire 
824 - 961 Arab period: destruction 
961 – 1204 Second Byzantine Period: Ejection of Arabs; return of Christianity; agricultural economy; 

Crusades Period; Great Schism 
1204 - 1669 Venetian Period: Crete becomes Venice’s first formally constituted overseas colony; 

strategic position for trade with the Levant.  
1669 Last bastion of Christendom in the eastern Mediterranean falls to the Turks. Decline of 

Venice with discovery of the Cape route to the Far East; Byzantine culture nourishes the 
Italian Renaissance via Crete; Feudal system: friction with native Cretans; castles, taxes 
and duties versus Orthodoxy, social unrest and revolt. Castles Churches, monasteries and 
urban development 

1669 - 1898 Turkish occupation: rule by a non-Christian faith, expansion of urban life; mosques and 
fountains 

1821 Greek War of Independence; sequence of revolts 
1878 
 
1888 

Archaeological excavations begin in Crete. Minos Kalokerinos identifies the palace of 
Knossos as an important site 
Flinders Petri excavates the Labyrinth – temple at Hawara near Fayûm.  

1897 The Great Powers occupy Crete 
1898 Autonomy; peace between Greece and the Ottoman Empire 
 
1900 - 1935  

Instability 
Arthur Evans undertakes controversial excavations and restoration of Knossos “house of 
the double axes” 

1913 Union of Greece and Crete formally declared 
1940 Greece is the only country to voluntarily enter WWII on the Allied side during the period 

when Britain stood alone. 
1941 Battle of Crete.  Furious fighting in a narrow but crucial German victory 
 Resistance. Severe retribution by the Germans. John Pendlebury fight and dies. 
1944 Liberation; Labyrinthos Cave near Gortyn almost destroyed in German artillery explosion 
1956 British, Italian, French and American schools of archaeology are founded in Crete 
 Increased prosperity; continued fierce independence; opposition to the colonels 
1960s Tourist boom starts 
(Sources: MacGillivray, 2000 and Oxford University School of Geography, Crete Field Notes) 

 



Hypothesis one:  The ‘Palace’ at Knossos 

Evans based his theory of a Labyrinth at Knossos on its complex architectural layout. 

   

Source: Colin MacDonald, Athena Review, Vol. 3,  
No. 3: Minoan Crete 

 

Minoan symbolic Labrys of Gold 2nd millennium BC Archaeological Museum, Iraklion.Sir Arthur Evans, 
designated Knossos ‘the house of the double axes’ and suggested that this supported its association with 
the Labyrinth. He also produced drawings to show how a labyrinth could be designed on the basis of a 
stylized double-headed axe at Knossos (Rossi, 2007).This theory was criticized as a creation of Evans 
imagination by some scholars (eg. W. Rouse, 1901), noting the existence of similar inscriptions at other 
Minoan palaces for example at Phaistos.  

 

Silver coins from Knossos, Numismatic 
Museum, Athens. 300-270 BC. 
The depiction from of the Labyrinth on 
silver coins associated with Knossos has 
been used to justify the site’s 
association with the Labyrinth myth.  

 

Aerial view of Knossos 

An artistic reconstruction of the Minoan ‘palace’ at Knossos, 
from a tourist poster 



Hypothesis two: Labyrinthos Cave of the Messera (near Gortyn) 

This hypothesis is mostly supported by the obviously labyrinthine nature of the site –a man-made 
honeycomb network extending miles underground.  It is also supported by the myth that Queen Pasiphae 
consummated her marriage with Zeus in the form of a bull near Gortyn.  However, some scholars have 
pointed to the idea that these ruins are too recent (it is thought that this ‘Labyrinth’ is actually Roman 
quarry) and that it is too far from Knossos to have been the Labyrinth.  It is also the least studied out of 
the three Labyrinth hypotheses.  

 

 

 

Maps which helped inspire the idea 
behind the expedition.  Why did the 
Venetians and others pre-WWII 
think that the Labyrinth was not at 
Knossos? 

(above) P. du Val: Map of Crete, 
hand coloured copper engraving, 
51.5x39.5 cms, 1677 



 

A 1920s map of Crete, highlights the Labyrinth near Gortyn as the main tourist feature of the island. From 
the Foyle Reading Room, Royal Geographical Society, London.   
 

 

 

Labyrinth map: Franz Sieber (1821) 

The most ancient map, which is not 
so much a map, but a drawing was 
published in 1415 by Christoforo 
Buondelmonti.   



 

 

 

  

Map by Anna Petrocheilou, 1985.  In 
1985 a group led by the Hellenic 
Speleological Society explored and 
mapped the cave.  A. Petrocheilou’s 
husband Ioannis Petrocheilos was an 
eminent Greek geologist and 
contemporary of Arthur Evans. 

The entrance to the Labyrinth was 
destroyed by an explosion of 
German ammunition at the end of 
World War Two 

Today access is through a narrow 
grate leading to a concrete tunnel 

 

Dozens of threads are laid down 
amongst the corroded ammunition 
left by the Nazis. People regularly 
venture into the cave to recreate the 
story of Theseus, Ariadne and the 
Minotaur.   



 

 

The idea that the Labyrinth of the Messera is a quarry, from which stone was probably used to construct 
Gortyn (discussed in Castleden, 2000) is not necessarily inconsistent with it also being an older structure.  
This is because evidence of older quarrying may have been erased by successive generations.  A 
lithographic study of the Labyrinth in the context of the building works in the area, such as at Gortyn and 
Phaistos could clarify this.  

 

The third ‘lost’ labyrinth Cave 

The main Labyrinthos Cave system has been built into the side of hill which also has several other small 
quarries.  One of these, the λαβυρινθάκι or “small labyrinth” is easily accessible and is open to tourists.  

 

Inside the Labyrinth 

The mystery of the stones: stone-
work inside the larger caverns of the 
quarry.  Some have suggested that 
this gives the impression of a 
winding Labyrinth but they may just 
simply be the waste from the 
quarrying process. When and why 
this was done and by whom? are 
intriguing questions.  

The expedition exposed an illegal 
excavation and possible plan to blow 
up part of the Labyrinth in a search 
for treasure in a hidden chamber. 

The discovery was reported widely 
throughout the Greek media and the 
would-be thieves tools confiscated 
by the archaeological police 

In this photo: Nikos Leloudas shows 
archaeological police the crime 
scene. 

The Oxford Team outside the 
entrance to the small Labyrinth cave 

 

View into the small Labyrinth cave 



One of the interesting outcomes of the expedition was the rediscovery of a third ‘small labyrinth’ cave 
nearby on the mountainside hidden beneath a giant fig tree. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Team member: Asya Passinsky, 
scrambling out of the entrance to 
the third ‘Lost Labyrinth’ cave in the 
Labyrinthos quarry-cave network. 

GPS ref:  
W35°04’49.2’’ E024°55’02.0’’ 

 



Hypothesis three: Skotino Cave 

The cave was first excavated by Arthur Evans and John Pendlebury in 1933 and then by Paul Faure in 1953 
and Davaras in 1962.   Paul Faure was the first to suggest that the labyrinth was a natural cavern, used to 
celebrate the rites of underworld deities at the immense cave of Skotino, located around 20 miles east 
from Knossos.   He supported his theory by with the evidence of roughly carved human and animal figures 
and piles of sacrificial offerings from the Bronze Age.  This seemed consistent with one view that the 
labyrinth was a Minoan place of worship.  As the archaeological record proves the Minoans were known 
to worship their gods in caves, this seemed consistent with the Linear B inscription of the potinija 
dapuritjo – goddess of the Labyrinth.   

 

 

 

The entrance cavern to the Skotino 
cave – its distinctive natural features 
were a focus for sacred rituals. 

The Skotino cave extends down four 
levels to its most sacred grotto. 
In this photo (from top to bottom): 
Helen Sims Williams, Deanna 
Walkom; Eliza Chatzicharalampous; 
Nicholas Howarth; and Nikos 
Leloudas.  

The cave floor is heavily littered with 
broken pot shards, most likely to be 
the left over waste from previous 
excavations.  Stalagmites have been 
shorn in half to function probably as 
sacred alters.  In this photo: Helen 
Simms-Williams, Deanna Walkom; 
Asya Passinsky; Katharina Streit; Vid 
Siminoti; Karen Jakobsen; and 
Nicholas Howarth.  



 

 

The obvious weakness of this hypothesis is that it conflicts with the idea that the Labyrinth was a man-
made structure built by Daedalus.  It has been said Faure abandoned his hypothesis that Skotino was the 
Labyrinth before his death.   

The Skotino Cave was used as a sacred sanctuary in Minoan and Roman times and then converted to a 
place of Christian worship, which continues to this day.  

 

Map of ‘Labyrinth sites’ visited 

 

  

Above-ground at the Skotino cave, 
the team prepares to go 
underground.  In this photo (from 
left to right): Deanna Walkom; Asya 
Passinsky; Helen Sims-Williams; 
Katharina Streit.  

Stalactites in the Skotino Cave 
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